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It has always been our prime focus to keep education 
and diversity at peak. We empower every student to think 
differently and strive to expand their horizons beyond their 
practical borders.  Education in villages is tough and we 
have faced a lot of problems making people aware about 
the need of proper education and learning. Starting from 

pre-school to PG levels, we offer quality education with 
the best possible practical experiences with dedicated 
laboratories and working space, libraries and other 
amenities. 

Mr. P.C. Bindhani, Chairman

A NOTE FROM

THE AUTHORITY



Spread over a sprawling 2 acre land, Sai Sadhana Group 
of Institutes contain a +2 Science wing, a +3 Science 
Wing, an ITC and a play school fully operational under it’s 
administration. They are located in Udala, Mayurbhanj, 
ODISHA and are recognised by the Government of Odisha.

Our Institutes:

ABOUT OUR

INSTITUTES



A FOCUS ON
EARLY EDUCATION

Early education is a must for every 
individual to sustain the era. Children’ 

minds should be shaped properly at their 
growing stage to correctly nurture and 

grow in the right direction.



Children are the forefront of our education system and hence we want them to 
shape themselves as they grow. Early education, especially in villages gives 
them the chance to understand the world as they grow and subsequently 
develop their intellect, conscience and will power.



A TORCH BEARER IN
SCIENCE EDUCATION

Our primary focus on science education is 
based upon the factor of awareness, sensibile 
thinking and knowledge. We want to create a 

scientifically reasonable society.



Science education is like a boon to us and we are really fortunate to be able 
to communicate with everyone through science. Our pursuit is to carry this 
awareness to everyone through our education process and bring about a change 
in the scientific and moral understanding in the community.



STRIVING TOWARDS
BETTER EDUCATION

We focus on education and literacy as a 
basic necessity in people’s lives and not 

just a service that we provide.



Primary thrust of the institution is to impart qualitative and performance oriented 
knowledge and training to the students by optimal management of time and 
energy. it is our motto to enable them to achieve high performance in the course 
itself, and various competitive and entrance examinations of the state.



EDUCATING THE
GIRL CHILD

The major challenge is to strive to 
educate the girl child in a village in India 

and we have been marching our way 
forward with the greater strength  of 

female students in campus.



Our campus is very happy and safe for female students and we have been very 
proud of our staff ’s sense of belonging and adaptability to new students making 
them feel at home. Girl Education is kept at utmost prioirty as we understand the 
importance of a women in nation and society building.



Education and extra-curricular activities are two sides of the 
same coin and both have to co-exist for a proper balance 
in the overall growth and development of a child. At Sai 
Sadhana Group of Institutes, we have made sure that this 
balance is maintained and fostered at regular intervals. 
There are numerous activities that are organised, numerous 

facilities to make the campus life happening, a lot of features 
and highlights of our campus that stands us apart as a proud 
institution delivering quality eduation at the rural outset. 
Students love the friendly, calm and motivating ambience 
here and the staff is very supportive too.

ON-CAMPUS

FACILITIES



RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES
FOR BOYS & GIRLS

We have separate hostels for boys and 
girls with dedicated separate canteens 

and resting areas.
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QUALITY
CANTEEN FOOD
Students love the food over here as they 
are cooked in hygeinc conditions and we 

try our best to make them as tastier as 
possible.
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ON-CAMPUS
RETAIL STORES

A retail store has been initiated for 
residential students to enjoy snacks, 

beverages and daily needs around 
campus.
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RECREATIONAL
SPORTS & GAMES

Students on campus have a lot of options to 
pass their time, one being games and sports 
which is focused on very much looking at an 

overall development of the child.
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Sai Sadhana Group of Institutes doesn’t make any 
compromises on their level of education and hence has 
made the availability of dedicated laboratories, experienced 
faculties, day-care education and a lot of opportunities for 
students in rural areas to know, learn and grow. 

The experienced faculties added with the interactive 
teaching and learning experience makes it even more 
intuititive for students to experience learning as in big cities. 
Our strive to bring education to everyone is fulfilled here.

ACADEMIC

FACILITIES



INTERACTIVE
TEACHING 

We encourage one to one interaction with 
the faculties and students making studies 

seem more seamless and informative.
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TECHNOLOGY
LABORATORIES

We have made technology available to all 
at Sai Sadhana Group of Institutes with 
dedicated computer labs with hi speed 

Internet connectivity for educational 
purposes.
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SCIENTIFIC
LABORATORIES

On-campus Physics, Mathematics, Chemistry, 
Botany and Zoology laboratories fully 

equipped with the laterst instruments ensure 
proper practical experience.
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INTERACTIVE
PLAY SCHOOL

Interactive day care at our play-school with 
kids from around the village makes their 

roadmap clear as their learning will never 
stop and get hampered by other conditions.
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TOGETHER AS 
A FAMILY

Parental care is utmost important in Sai 
Sadhana Group of Institutes and we make 

sure every single student is attended to 
personally making the campus, more lively.
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DIVIDED GROUPS
BETTER ATTENTION

We have divided a small amount 
of students to every teacher at our 

institutes so that we can give attention 
to every student individually.
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A lot many dreams have come together in shaping this institution and it can be 
made greater by your contribution. 

To donate, email us at: saisadhanagroup.udala@gmail.com



Address: At: Dibyasingpur Po: Vimtali, Udala, 
Mayurbhanj, ODISHA | Phone: 98531 85610

www.saisadhanagroup.org
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